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welcome!
Member marinas are
reporting a busy summer
with a great variety of
complementary activity
to offer visitors. Our focal
marina this issue is Marina
Coruña situated in the most
NW point of Galicia. Their
nautical week for sailing
beginners and novices in
August precedes some
spectacular local festivities
making for a great summer
sailing venue.

Transeurope Marinas is an association of select European marinas offering reciprocal

New App:
Marina 2.0
Monica da Vast describes a new
classification system.

benefits for visiting yachtsmen and women from member marinas.
For further details about TransEurope Marinas please contact your regional representative:
UK: Charles Bush
email: charles@mayflowermarina.co.uk
Ireland: Andrew Jaggers
email: ajaggers@quaymarinas.com
France: Jean-Michel Gaigné
email: jmgaigne@les-perdrix.eu

Netherlands: Monica de Vast
email: m.devast@mpz.nl
Canary Islands/Spain: Melanie Symes
email: transeuropemarinas@puertocalero.com

www.transeuropemarinas.com

Editorial continued
Despite still entrenched in challenging
economic times, the good news is
that visiting numbers for Transeurope
Marina members have been increasing
across the board with examples such
as Bangor Marina reporting a steady
improvement over the last few years and
Dover showing similar trend with both
marina quoting arrival figures of over a
hundred Transeurope Marinas berthholders. Jersey Marinas appears to
have topped the bill with 230 member
visitors.
Monica da Vast from Marina Port
Zélande in the Netherlands has
meanwhile been working in an
interesting classification system
for marinas. (Marinas 2.0) This
system would then have a number of
applications in including assisting local
development projects and providing
a service for planning around natural
resources or requirements.
Here in Puerto Calero we are lucky
enough to be in a region which provides
great conditions for offshore sail-
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training. The Canarias offer a very
temperate climate which helps to
facilitate maintenance programmes
and the range of available wind and sea
states permits teams to practice and
test their boats within a wide spectrum
of different conditions.
The Ericsson Round the World Racing
team were resident in the marina for
a year prior to their success in the last
edition of the Volvo Ocean Race and this
year we were lucky to welcome current
VOR competitors Groupama sailing
team who based their winter training
camp with us, followed this summer
by the delightful Puma Racing team.
This type of activity brings plenty of
action and interest to a marina, where
locals benefit from informal advice from
members of the shore-team and all are
treated to the magnificent sight of these
high-performance yachts with the sun
glinting off their characteristics squarehead mainsails as they test manoeuvres
in the waters just outside the marina.
Of course many more benefit from such
an activity with the local restaurants

and service providers very happy
to have great new clients, and the
extraordinarily hand-painted hull of the
Puma yacht Mar Mostro sitting proudly
in her cradle out of the water has been
a veritable attraction!
This issue also sees an interesting
piece with handy advice from
nautical consultant José Luís Fayos.
(Maintaining A Healthy EmergencyResponse Procedure). He reminds us
that a responsible emergency–response
system is best managed by working in
conjunction with all users and members
of a marina, and can be based on
cost-effective and easily-implemented
measures.

Opened on the 25th September 2009, Transurope Marinas member Marina Coruña offers much in the way
of sports, leisure and tourist activities due in part to the rich cultural history clearly visible in the buildings,
monuments and squares of the city and surrounding area.

The membership meets next in the
Southampton Boat show with many
international members expected and
much to see and discuss.
In the meantime, we look forward to
welcoming you to one of our marinas!
Melanie Symes

The marina is strategically located with
easy access for yachts at the entrance
to the bay of A Coruña and only 5
minutes from the city. They welcome a
great host of nationalities who come to
enjoy the reliable services and modern
facilities. Visitors are assisted with a
well-maintained website prepared in
Spanish, English and French describing
the available services, events and
offers.
Services include 700 berths with 10m
draught and facilities for receiving
yachts of up to 60m. They have a
good yard on site with an impressive
list of official service representation
(Mercury Mercruiser, Mariner, Yanmar,
Volvo, Raymarine, Honda, Furuno
y Volkswagen), and sail repair, dry
standing and provision for many
more types of technical assistance.
Additionally the marina offers boat sales
and charter.
Marina Coruña proudly flies the Blue
Flag for the second year and the events
calendar features environmental
activities for children, visitors and the
public. The month of June this year
also saw their first Fería Exponáutica
Coruña whilst during the first week of
September they hosted four days of
“Jornadas Náuticas” with competitions,
safety demonstrations and nautical
workshops. Those new to the sport were
able to try sailing for the first time and
the swimming pool was made available

for diving beginners. The end of the
week featured a sailing regatta with a
closing reception for all who took part.
In north-west Spain, Galicia borders
Portugal and the well known Rías
cruising area is a renowned and wellloved destination for sailors. Closer
to Vigo, further down the West coast
of Galicia, the area around the Rías
Baixas enjoys a gentle climate with high
humidity. This assists grape cultivation,
harvesting a considerable yield, from
which many wines are produced
including the Albariño fine dry whites.
Slightly to the north, the acclaimed
Ribeiro name produces wines from
grapes along the Minho river.
A Coruña is the region’s most populous
city and the summer months are
perfect for visiting the area with some
spectacular events including a dramatic
Medieval Fair taking place throughout
the city streets from the 20th -25th
July. With bright colours, flags, music,
market stalls and street performers, the
city returns to the middle ages when
artisans and market sellers would travel
great distances in search of barter and
entertainment. Stalls are vivid with a
great variety of crafts, local gastronomic
delicacies and herbal remedies, and
visitors can enjoy the medieval theme
with jugglers, fools, minstrels, falconry
exhibitions and much more. Another
visual feast takes place on the 16th

August, where dating from 1875,
thousand gather for the San Roque
festival in nearby Betanzos to celebrate
the spectacular launching of the world’s
largest paper balloon. With a humoristic
touch, the balloon serves to recall the
year’s events in the form of anecdotal
descriptions pasted all over the huge
globe.
A river pilgrimage festival takes place
later that month with great numbers
of typical river boats adorned with
flowers and palms who travel up the
Rio Mandeo for the event known
as “Los Caneiros”. The nocturnal
return downriver is lit by lanterns and
fireworks.
The staff at Marina Coruña aim to
imbue their facility with a friendly
atmosphere so that a stay in their
marina enables sailors to enjoy
comfortable berthing, easy access to
good information and the best of the
local area.
For more information contact:

Lorena Cenamor

Tel: +34 881 920482
marinacoruna@marinacoruna.es

43º22’ N / 008º23’ W

Women in the Nautical Industry

Sarah Hanna – manager of ABP Lowestoft Haven Marina
In July 2010 it was an honour to be elected by the marine industry to the Board of Directors for National Boat
Shows (NBS) and having had an interesting Summer with visitors from far and wide, my interest has once again
turned to the Boat Shows!

There are more women sailing than
ever before with famous champions of
the cause like Dame Ellen MacCarthur,
Dee Caffari and powerboat champion
Shelley Jory-Leigh battling through all
odds to put women’s sailing firmly on
the map. There are more single-handed
women sailors calling into the marinas
and, yes, needs are different. There are
more women holding senior positions
within the c.32,500 employees within
the UK marine industry alone.
At SBS this year, on Thursday 22nd
September the Annual Ladies Day
will include best-dressed women
competitions, special ladies day
challenges including a special power
Boat challenge hosted by Shelley JoryLeigh, fashion shows, special “try a
boat” events, all to encourage women to
come along to the show and celebrate
women in sailing.

This is the first time a woman marina
operative has been elected to the board
rather than a boat builder, broker, agent
etc. I have taken this to mean that NBS,
and indeed the BMF, are committed
to having a wide variety of industries
represented, value the work the
marinas do for the boating industry and
are pleased to have our input into the
shows. London and Southampton Boat
Shows are the only two shows whose
profit goes straight back to the industry,
which makes them unique and well
worth our support.
It has been a mixed couple of years for
the industry, with the world financial
climate, EU directive regarding red
diesel, up and down rates of exchange
in Europe and further afield and the
cost of living rising, leaving a reduced
amount left for leisure time.
As non-executive directors, we are
responsible for putting the industries

views across to the staff of National
Boat Shows (NBS) and in my first year
it has been an thoroughly enjoyable,
if not tiring, experience meeting with
fellow directors and NBS staff to thrash
out ideas, put the industries views on
the table four times a year to achieve
the shows that we currently have. These
shows will continue to evolve with the
industry and I am proud to be part of
that in my role as a Marina Manager but
also as a woman.
It has given me a more rounded view of
the boat shows and our industry, and
heightens the need for the marinas in
this country and abroad to support the
shows by encouraging the berth holders
to attend. Organising coach trips to the
shows, exhibit at the shows either on
a group stand like “Which Marina?”
at London boat show like Tollesbury
Marina do, or your own stand like
Gillingham Marina. TransEurope, as a
group, had a panel at LBS 2011 on the
“Which Marina?” stand. There are still

spaces at London Boat Show 2012 as
part of the “Which Marina?” stand or
with NBS., as without the boat builders,
agents or brokers we wouldn’t have
boats to put in our marinas!
It has given me a more rounded view of
the boat shows and our industry, and
heightens the need for the marinas
in this country and abroad to support
the shows by encouraging their berth
holders to attend. Marinas can exhibit
at the shows either on a group stand or
on their own stand. TransEurope and
Tollesbury Marina both had a panel
at LBS 2011 on the “Which Marina?”
stand and there are still spaces for LBS
2012 as part of that stand. Gillingham
prefer to have their own stand as
they will again in 2012. TYHA are
considering the idea of doing a similar
stand at SBS 2012 so there will be
plenty of opportunity for TransEurope
marinas, individually or as a group to
get involved and support the industry.

Sarah Hanna
Sarah Hanna started her
working career as a teacher
before setting her sights on
running her own marina.
Having been a keen sailor
since the age of 10, she still
takes to the seas when she
can. She has built up ABP
Lowestoft Haven Marina
to a 5 Gold Anchor rated
facility which is quite an
achievement and one of
only a few of female marina
managers in the UK to
achieve such an accolade.

Marina 2.0

Transeurope Marina member promotes school
marine environment project

When we talk about a marina everybody knows what we mean, but does this label work to convey the right
information?
Although all the marinas shown above are different, they share the generic term “marina”. All can be seen to
feature shared values but tailor-made programmes.

Transeurope Marina member Bangor Marina is passionate about protecting marina waters, fish and birdlife
from pollution and we take our environmental responsibilities very seriously.
This year three year 13 pupils from
Glenlola Collegiate School at Bangor
have been working closely with Quay
Marinas and the RSPB to help protect
marine wildlife.
Through “The Green Blue” website,
pupils learned about a product called
“KleenSock”, which absorbs oil and
other chemicals from bilge water.
They have designed an educational
leaflet and poster to encourage
berth holders to think of their marine
environment and to use a “KleenSock”.
Bangor Marina is helping the three girls
promote this initiative to berth holders
by displaying their poster and leaflets
on the Marina environmental notice
board as well as assisting with the safe
recycling of used absorbents.

With marina 2.0 we are working to
identify the variety and extraordinary
diversity within marina developments.
Differing examples can then be
categorised depending on functionality,
location, size, service level, kind of
boats, type of water and spatial impact.
We analysed a great number of marinas
and entered all the corresponding
information in a database.
This exercise produced 50 different
marina typologies. Some typologies
have existed for decades; others are
more recent.
We collected the 50 typologies in an
atlas and call it a Marina Menu.

What can we do with it?
We don’t like to eat the same thing
everyday; we like to have variety. The same
is true for water-sports regions. With this
tool we can analyse marine areas and
conclude which kind of marinas might
best serve to complete services in the
region. Where diversity and environmental
impact are key concepts, the Marina Menu
can be used in sustainable water-sports
development. This tool is also available to
help waterfront-developers.
It can also be a method to look at your
own marina. Just ask yourself how your
marina is configured and which typology
values you can see featured.
Perhaps you see room for an extra
typology.

We see this device as a development
tool: a way to make room for new
marina development.
Instead of asking space for several extra
berths, you can talk in the future about
a new concept. Then we are suddenly
speaking the language of spatial
planners, government and developers.
On the website
www.marinamenu.com we give short
introductions of all typologies. For more
detailed information, contact Monica
de Vast, TransEurope Marinas Dutch
Representative. 0031-6-51010901.

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY
EMERGENCY-RESPONSE
PROCEDURE

In the context of the current
economic climate, marinas, as for
other sectors and activities, should
activate systems designed to control
costs and stay within budget. This
premise applies equally to the
management and prevention of
possible emergency situations, as
one of the principle risks in marinas
given the virulence of fire and the
ease with which flames can spread
from one boat to another.
The best formula is one based on
resourcefulness and experience.
Here marinas can make use of
“benchmarking” whereby they learn
from the errors and skills of fellow
facilities. Knowing which systems have
worked in real situations, (equally
being versed in those that have failed)
with an understanding of the root
causes of successful solutions is a
fundamental practice for enabling teams
to act effectively and anticipate events.
These are simple and cost-effective
mechanisms where technology plays a
role in facilitating access to information.
Initiatives such as the Transeurope
Marinas network provide a great example
of a structured system which can
facilitate the exchange of very specific
and specialised information. Beyond
this, collectively organised fire drills
using the available equipment on site
can both be tremendously effective and
beneficial for all parties involved: from
the marina management to the resident
and transient community of the area,
including companies operating in the
marina, and all those who share in the
day-to-day life of the facility. Especially
prominent here are the boat owners
and crew who should be fully integrated
within the in-port communication
network.

It is well worth remembering that in
order to react correctly, a marina should
have sufficient technical equipment on
site and an adequate understanding
of how to use it. Beyond training (fire
drills, instructive theory and clear
explanations of how to use emergency
equipment), positive actions that don’t
require major investment include:
using information panels with graphic
displays; vertical and horizontal signage;
ensuring that vehicle accesses are
clearly marked in the road to avoid
unauthorised parking; and indicating
the location of fire hydrants. Advanced
industry sectors have employed these
visual-aid techniques in order to reduce
errors, facilitate operations and simplify
response actions. Furthermore these
visual measures serve to help boat
owners who chose to act by surpassing
tricky language barriers. On recalling
that most boat fires are caused by
electrically-related problems on board, it
is therefore increasingly important that
boat owners are aware of preventative
methods of reducing the likelihood of
accidents through responsible on-board
maintenance.
More importantly, marinas need to
ensure that their staff members receive
adequate training. It is most commonly
staff members with the most experience
who will take action and similarly, largely
only those who employ the means of
detecting potential problems that will be
able to do so. Equipment in these cases
can comprise quite simply establishing or
maintaining periodical inspections with
a check-list to ensure a detailed revision;
simple methods of communication in the
event of an incident; and visual aids to
facilitate maintenance checks, including
instructions of how to react in the case of
a fire and advice on what NOT TO DO in
an emergency situation.

We should try to ensure that experienced
staff members actively participate in
preventative actions and that a “teaching
by example” discipline is practised
throughout the community.
In summary, potentially significant
injury and damage can be avoided
by employing effective preventative
procedures. In the design and
implementation of an incident prevention
plan as has been discussed above, the
boat owner should always be considered
with a view to enabling pertinent
information to be clearly communicated
between user and marina.

Jose Luís Fayos

Global Management Consultoría Náutica
jlfayos@gmanagement.net
Tlf: 0034 629 63 95 90

My company GLOBAL MANAGEMENT
specialises in emergency prevention
in marinas both from a theoretical
(manuals, action plans or protocols)
and practical (demonstrations, inclusive
drills) perspective. I have spoken at a
number of national and international
forums and found it especially rewarding
when the results of my input have lead
to a marina calling to thank me when
implemented systems have enabled
them to avoid a catastrophe in their
marina.

